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IntroductionIntroduction

You are probably aware of my involvement in gamefishing as a sport and my support of the
tourist industry.  I was appointed an International Game Fish Association Representative in
Fiji in 1979 and a Governor of Hawaiian International Billfish Association in September
1993.  I formed the Royal Suva Yacht Club Game Fishing Association in October 1974 and
the Fiji International Game Fishing Association in July 1985, having started International
Tournaments in 1981.  I have been associated with International Tournaments since 1977
and have had close contact with marine biologists and government fishery management in-
stitutions since 1966.  I have been interested in fish species and fishing all my life and can be
relied upon to give an accurate account of what I know or have learnt.

This paper discusses conservation issues and proposed solutions for Fiji, and reports on game-
fish and fishing in Fiji waters.

The Depletion of Fiji’s Marine ResourcesThe Depletion of Fiji’s Marine Resources

We are talking about a fragile resource, which always starts out looking very rosy.  Commer-
cial fisheries always look good, and steadily look better as more and more boats are brought
into the area and more boats catch more fish in any one area.  This is true even in gamefish-
ing situations!

I thoroughly believe that we must have commercial fisheries.  Foreign earning capacity is just
as important as any other industry—not more important and not less important.  However, I
do not have to be a Rhodes Scholar or a business genius to tell you that if it is not regulated
and handled very carefully it will fail as surely as every commercial fishery has failed in other
parts of the world.  Even in Fiji we have some failing marine resources. Have you considered
why?  Here are a few examples:

• Even though the Australian Government spent a considerable sum of money on the Gi-
ant Clam Project, they were over-exploited.  This is due to foreign pirating, not just local
exploiters.

• Opakapaka (the broad name for deep-water species) are just as fragile and have been over-
fished.
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• How much do you now pay for a string of qari (mud crabs)?  The are over-fished and Fiji
has no law to prevent female crabs from being caught and sold, in contrast to the strict
laws in Australia.

• How much do you now pay for maga?  Many marine experts have written articles on their
demise.  What would happen to the swamps without them?

• How much do you now pay for tropical crayfish? It is considerably more because of over-
exploitation.  We have small industries set up to buy any amount of crayfish our villagers
can supply.  No one cares if egg-carrying females are harvested.  Now that the crayfish
have been over-fished, some of the small industries have closed.

• A considerable amount of time and money has been spent to determine whether the
stocks of baitfish used in pole fishing are depleted and the impact to our local fisherman.
(This includes all indigenous fisherman, whether rural subsistence or artisanal.)

• What has happened to the beche-de-mer?  Some of our divers have been crippled because
of the lure of heaps of money received from unscrupulous operators; now the output has
fallen.

For many years the people in the tourism industry—wholly based on sportfishing—have
claimed that billfish is only a minor by-product of the catch.  They say that longline fishing is
aimed solely at tuna species. The general opinion seems to be, “because they migrate through
our waters we must catch as many of these fish while they are here”—regardless of species. But
for some years now we have known that this is not entirely true.  What if they don’t come
next year? The foreign fishing boats will move to other small nations and “shag” their seas
also.  We should entirely dismiss this idea that migratory fish must be caught at any sacrifice
to their existence while in Fiji.

Now if my words are not true, consider some examples from other countries:

• We all know that Australia’s once rich southern bluefin tuna is now nearly extinct.

• Australian salmon, which once migrated up the Australian coast in large schools, have
been depleted because very long nets were put out and around the schools and dragged
ashore by tractor-type trucks and winches.

• Not many of this same species, known in New Zealand as kawhai, are left there.  Now no-
body can fish in large designated areas because of the pressure put on this species.

• Trawlers moved into New Zealand in a big way and exported thousands of tons of snap-
per.  This species was so badly depleted that for some years bathers were bitten by big
“puddler crabs,” which got out of control.

• Crayfish areas in the Chattam Islands of New Zealand are now depleted, like our industry
in Fiji.

• Longliners “shagged” New Zealand waters of striped marlin to the point that tourist fish-
ing and related industry jobs were lost.

• Many foreign fishing boats (some from Hawaii) are in Fiji because  they were kicked out
of Hawaii and some other areas.
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What we can do in Fiji to clean up our act?  We should take a serious look at the effect of
thirty-odd locally licensed longline boats on local tourist-type fishing operations.  You need
careful management of the areas you fish. Commercial operators only think about catching,
processing, and exporting fish.  But “shag” the seas and you will suffer the same fate as other
countries with failed fishing industries.  Because they have all the licenses and there are no
proper management regulations, the fishery is a law unto themselves.  Unless regulations are
put in place they are doomed to financial failure.

Although local longliners state they do not target billfish, there has been a marked increase in
processing sailfish, striped marlin and other billfish, demonstrating that when more lucrative
species are not available, the fisherman will take what they can.  During our winter, longlin-
ers target striped marlin because this species has an attractive overseas market.

One final observation on the depletion of our fish stocks.  I started the International Game
Fishing Tournaments based on our own stocks of wahoo.  From the start, we gained interna-
tional recognition for our large wahoo.  If a wahoo of this size, 80 lbs., were captured in Ha-
waii today it would be front-page news.  We have seen them brought in below 12 lbs. (6 kg)
in Hawaii; we never allowed this size even to be weighed!  Just recently a new potential world
record of 63.8 kg, caught on 24 kg tackle, was landed.  Provided that the line tests satisfacto-
rily, I am happy to say that the World Record will be granted.  We know that longlines have
also been set in the most productive area in Fiji for this species.  You still wonder why we are
concerned?

Proposed Conservation Measures for Fiji’s GamefishProposed Conservation Measures for Fiji’s Gamefish

I propose a closed area where no longliners will be permitted to set lines.  Initially, it would
extend 20 miles from the main reef of Viti Levu island.  This will serve to increase the catch
of local and visiting anglers alike throughout the year. We should also be talking about a safe
distance which lines can be set from the breeding areas of the tunas and billfish in Fiji.

Preliminary discussions with the major commercial fishing companies in Fiji have revealed
that they do not fish close to the reefs, because sharks reduce catches on longlines, and there
are no fish left in that zone.  Since the closed area would be near the reef, there can be no
objection to the closure of the zone to longlines. In contrast, most indigenous fisherman rely
on catching their fish close to the reef.  Where stocks are depleted, the cost of moving further
out quickly increases, while the chance of safely returning is reduced.

The closed area has many conservation benefits:

• It will ensure that the various gamefish species will have the opportunity to procreate for
generations to come.

• Drop-lining for deep-water species, such as opakapaka, would not be affected.
• The indigenous fishermen’s catch would be increased.
• Deep-water trapping for sea shrimp would be enhanced.
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• Drop-lining for epipelegic and demersal species would not be affected.
• Gamefishing, which mostly occurs during the day, would be more productive.

• Poling for tunas would not be affected.  Rather, it would be more productive to our econ-
omy.

In summary, the closed area would not affect our commercial catch.  Rather it would increase
the overall catch. There would be more fresh fish caught for the local market. It would ensure
that our local and visiting anglers would have an increase in the number of strikes, or cap-
ture/loss per hour fishing effort.

Encouraging commercial fishermen to release gamefish could be promoted by providing a
small reward to release fish.  How often fishermen fail to grasp the future financial gains of
releasing fish: one fish produces up to one million eggs several times a year.  If a billfish is
caught as a byproduct of the catch, then 90 percent of these fish could be released with
minimal care, and there should be a small reward for this.  Tags can easily be arranged and, as
it has been in the past, Fiji could set a worldwide example in being the first country where
commercial fisherman would start to tag and release billfish.  Later this could be extended to
juveniles and other species.  What a great way to ensure your future income.  We have to
start educating local people who think “catch today and forget tomorrow.”

Since tag and release was introduced in Fiji in 1990 there have been some 7,196 billfish
tagged and released by gamefishers.  With a little education I am sure that commercial fish-
erman could do similar work with billfish.  We are not advocating a lot of tag-and-release.
This has to be on a voluntary basis and in accordance with the fish’s ability to survive tagging.
We do not intend to forget the importance of commercial fishing. It definitely has a very im-
portant part in our economy.

Recreational Angling in FijiRecreational Angling in Fiji

It would appear that some of the first attempts at gamefishing were made by the Harbor
Master, named of Captain Sanders, resident at the old capital of Fiji in Levuka on Ovalalau
Island, some time in 1918.  The top prize in the Annual Fiji International Game Fishing
Tournament is the Captain Sanders Game Fishing reel, which is now mounted in a glass case.
Other well known personalities were to follow in his footsteps in the same area between
Ovalau Island, Wakaya Island and Makogai Island.

Fish move through the Fiji group on migratory tracks, giving anglers year round fishing activ-
ity as the fish move through and back again.  Because of Fiji’s geographic location, it is diffi-
cult to know in what direction the fish are migrating.  We have made our own observations in
relation to neighboring countries.  For instance, we know from participation in New Zealand
tournaments that our winter—June, July, and August—are likely to produce the best catches
of striped marlin (Tetrapturus audax).  We appear to be too distant from other major marlin
species’ territories, such as Cairns in Queensland, Australia and Kona in Hawaii to determine
their movement through our group.  Black marlin (Makaira indica) and blue marlin (Makaira
nigricans) are taken practically at any time of the year.  While many very large specimens
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have been hooked and lost, captures over 900 lbs. have been made.  Sailfish (Istophorus
platypterus) appear to be present throughout the year, since they have been caught in every
month.

Wahoo (Acanthocybium solandri) are our main species, as these appear from early May and are
best through July to August.  In recent years the length of season has been erratic.

Tuna species include yellowfin, bigeye, dogtooth, skipjack, kawakawa (mackerel), and Pacific
bonito.

• Yellowfin tuna occur from November to March and migrate back through the group
from May to August and occur in schools with skipjack and kawakawa.  The start of
the season in November coincides with the blooming of the poinciana flame tree
(Delonix regia).

• Bigeye tuna are less available to anglers in large form and are usually caught on live
bait at depth when fishing for yellowfin or marlin.  Juveniles are taken up to 20 kg in
schools, sometimes mixed with yellowfin.

• Dogtooth tuna are fished for at depth with down riggers or drop lines with dead or live
bait around ridges, drop-offs, and seamounts.

• Skipjack tuna occur in large schools and are usually easily caught and used with lures
or as dead bait.  They are cut in strips to troll or with “spike” lures such as jet heads.
They are available in most months with the middle of winter producing the largest
specimens.

• Kawakawa (mackerel) tuna occur mainly about passages and large areas of lagoons,
often in less than clear water, where they feed on a number of bait fish, such as her-
ring, squid, and crustaceans.  Best times are November to May.

• Pacific bonito occur in schools and sometimes mix with Skipjack.  They are not re-
corded often.

Dolphin fish (Coryphaena hippurus linnaeus) are abundant in almost all months of the year
and the largest attain a weight of approximately 19 kg.  These fish appear to take almost all
known baits and lures and many have been taken on Fiji’s traditional viavia lure.  It is fash-
ioned from a plant that has a silver shiny texture similar to onion flesh.  It is rolled around the
hook and trace and cut to desired shape.  Kona head or bullet nosed lures are also used, de-
pending on the angler’s choice.  This type of lure has caught many other species as well.
However, modern lure technology has seen a marked decline in its use.

Barracuda species occur throughout the year and the main species are Agrioposphyraena bar-
racuda and Sphyraena jello.  A lesser species, Sphyraenella obtusata is caught mainly at night
and is a valuable bait for trolling, either whole or as strip bait.  Some very large specimens of
both have been known to attack fishermen and divers in our waters; some attacks have been
fatal.  The largest recorded Agrioposphyraena barracuda is over 100 lbs., while many have
been taken over 50 lbs.  A world record was granted for an individual of this species caught in
Fiji.  Sphyraena jello reaches a weight of 100 lbs., although rare, and many are taken over 30
lbs.  The Fijian name for Agrioposphyraena is ogo and for Sphyraena jello it is ogo leka.
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Narrowband mackerel, or Scomberomorus, are known locally as walu and are highly priced in
markets because this fish is the basis of kokoda, the traditional raw fish delicacy of Fiji.  This
species, apart from being one of the food sources of Fiji, is sought after by anglers as a game-
fish.  This fish occurs in our waters mainly from February to July.  Schools also occur off the
north coast of Vanua Levu from July to September, where it is believed they spawn.  Some
large specimens, weighing over 47 kg, have been caught in this area.  However, the average
weight is around 18 kg.

The most successful rig for this species is a specially designed shaped lead weight created by
an avid local angler, Mr. Harry Houng Lee, and this rig is aptly named the “Houng Lee” rig.
It consists of a short trace attached to the lead mould and two rather short hooks, but still in
accordance with IGFA rules, onto which a small bait fish known locally as salala (similar to
scad) is attached.  The best speed to troll this rig is whatever the rigged bait “swims” at.
Therefore, the sizes of baitfish determine the speed at which the bait swims.  A rigged bait
trolled at the correct speed looks so lifelike that a novice would take it for a live fish.

Trevally: (Caranx family).  All species listed by the IGFA are taken quite regularly in Fiji wa-
ters.  The giant of them all, Caranx ignobilis, has been recorded in Fiji to at least 150 lbs.  The
most common size is from 30 to 50 lbs. and all species are taken when spin casting from the
beach, a pier, a wharf or a boat.  As with other pelagic fish, this species schools and hunts for
herring that occur in great schools.  The Fijian name for trevally is saqa and for herring it is
daniva.  A world record was granted for a trevally caught in Fiji.

Rainbow runner: (Elagatis bipinnulata) are common in Fiji; size ranges to 10 kg.

We have not kept separate records for jacks and horseye and Pacific crevalle.  Similarly, per-
mit (lati ni daveta) have not been caught on line, although the Fijian word implies that they
are numerous in Fiji.  Some species occur in Fijian waters and are not generally caught by
many anglers, such as pompano.  A lesser tropical species, ox eye herring, occurs and is usu-
ally used whole as trolling bait.  Threadfin, king, and a lesser mangrove species (ucu luka) oc-
cur.  However, the king has not been recorded over 0.6 kg.  Big eye trevally occurs in large
schools at night; the largest taken on rod-and-reel is 2 kg.  Swordfish are caught commercially
by longliners; as yet none have been recorded on rod-and-reel.

The only freshwater gamefish in Fiji is the largemouth bass. They were introduced into the
lake behind Vaturu Dam, Nadi’s main water supply.  Sportfishing techniques have recorded
these fish up to 2 kg.

Table 1 lists the IGFA world record gamefishes by common and Fijian name and gives the all
tackle record for each.  Table 2 lists current and previous IGFA world records for Fiji.
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Table 1: Gamefish records.

Common Name Fijian Name Weight (kg)

Albacore yatu 23.0

Barracuda ogo 30.9

Bass, largemouth   - 2.0

Bonefish yawakio 1.5

Bonito, Pacific yatu 2.5

Dolphin ika narokaveisau 26.76

Kawakawa yatu 6.5

Mackerel, narrowbarred walu 33.0

Marlin, black sakuvorowaqa 184.6

Marlin, Blue sakuvorowaqa 447.0

Marlin, striped sakuvorowaqa 133.0

Rainbow runner   - 5.89

Sailfish sakulaca 77.11

Shark, hammerhead uluvai 134.0

Shark mako qio 156.4

Shark, thresher qio 172.5

Shark, tiger qio 61.3

Spearfish sakulaca lailai 22.0

Trevally, bluefin saqa 5.89

Tuna, bigeye yatu 64.8

Tuna, dogtooth yatu 74.39

Tuna, skipjack yatu 12.5

Tuna, yellowfin yatu 111.5

Wahoo   - 63.8
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Table 2: Fiji international gamefish records.

Weight
Class

Weight Catch
Location

Date Angler Vessel

Existing world record fish caught in Fiji waters

Great Barracuda

W -24 kg 28.30 kg Serua 28.07.88 Sharon Anne Light Deep Six

Pacific Sailfish

W - 60 kg 85.72 kg Yanuca 07.12.67 Mrs. C.L. Foster

Previous world records (some remain as national records)

Kawakawa

M - 10 kg 6.1 kg Bau Waters 30.05.77 Albert A. W.
Threadingham
SVW

Dogtooth Tuna

M - 24 kg 59.42 Taveuni 11.09.82 Charlie Wakeham,
M.D.

Giant Trevally

W - 15 kg 30.39 kg Soliaga 19.01.86 Pauline Threading-
ham

VMQ

Wahoo

M - 24 kg 53.75 kg Vatulele Is-
land

12.07.64 Noel T. Langham The Mistress

M - 24 kg 63.8 kg South Beqa
Light

14.10.94 Phillip E. Butler G.T.Stopper

M - 24 kg 51.26 kg 30.6.67 Jan C. Bates Sere Ni Wai

This is a summary of three papers submitted by Mr. Threadingham.

DiscussionDiscussion

Mr. Threadingham discussed the tournament scoring system in Fiji.  He emphasized that it
favors tag-and-release.  It is necessary to land a much heavier fish to score the same number
of points for an equivalent-sized fish that is tagged and released.  Some participants resist this
emphasis on tag-and-release.  They complain that longline vessels are catching many billfish
while they are being asked to release their catch.  Tournaments sponsored by other organiza-
tions put less emphasis on tag-and-release.  They like to see fish landed in order to make the
tournament look good.


